Abstract. This paper presents a recent procedure for recovering the shear flow curve in Couette rheometer from torquerotational velocity data. It is the purpose here to extend the previous works and to compare our predictions in shear flow curve recovery with previous solutions in shear rate determination. With this goal, synthetic and experimental data of yield stress materials in Couette system are presently investigated.
INTRODUCTION
The Couette viscometer is widely used to evaluate the rheology of liquids and yield stress materials. Converting the experimental data generated by Couette viscometer into material properties in the form of shear stress vs shear rate curve is generally done following several assumptions. It requires prespecification of rheological constitutive model and narrow or wide bob and cup gap approximation from the Couette geometry system used. It is also necessary to calculate shear rate factors which may largely differ following equations used. Recent procedures have been developed to overcome these limitations. Yeow et al. [1] used a regularized least-square approach and Ancey [2] proposed a wavelet-vaguelette decomposition (WVD) as a way of recovering the shear flow curve. These methods are very efficient for complex fluids and yield stress materials. In recent papers, Estellé et al. [3, 4] developed a simpler procedure, based on Bingham approximation in shear rate calculation. This procedure was successfully used for computing the shear flow curve of simulated and real fluids in both Couette and vane geometries. It has the added advantage to overcome the problem of a priori knowledge of yield stress value (with viscoplastic fluids) nor the flow regime evaluation within the gap. It is the purpose, here, to extend our previous works and to compare our predictions in shear flow curve recovery with previous methods in shear rate evaluation.
THEORY
The data of Couette viscometer are put in the form of a shear stress -shear rate relationships from a Bingham approximation in shear rate calculation Estellé et al. [3] . The shear rate of a Bingham fluid is a combination of two expressions following the flow condition in the annulus. It is related to the Couette geometry and set of torque velocity data (M ; Ω) from the following equations, respectively when the cylindrical gap is partially sheared (eq. 1) [5] and fully sheared (eq. 2).
Where s=R b / R c , respectively the radius of the inner cylinder and the radius of the cup ; h is the height of the inner cylinder.
The central point in this procedure is the use of the maximization of the dissipation of energy to discriminate between the partially sheared gap solution and the fully shear one. This avoids a previous knowledge of the yield stress of the tested fluid. So, from a series of increasing or decreasing rotational velocity j Ω , the shear rate is computed as well as the corresponding shear stress defined as ( )
is simply reduced to ( ) ( )
. This procedure was successfully applied for computing the shear flow curve of simulated and real fluids in Couette viscometer, independently of rheological behaviour and gap size [3] . It was extended to vane geometry for Newtonian silicon oil, CMC solution and Carbopol as yield stress fluid. The results were found to agree well with those obtained using torsional geometry [4] . Synthetic and experimental results of yield stress materials are presently compared to those obtained with the Krieger solutions [6, 7] and the modified mid-point (MMP) approximation [8] .
APPLICATION AND COMPARATIVE RESULTS
We have considered here the same synthetic data of Herschel-Bulkley and Casson fluids we used in [3] . As done in [3] , the performance of our approach compared to other approximations is estimated by computing the percentage deviation of the calculated shear rate from the true shear rate at the bob which was calculated from the fluid model assumed. In figures 1 and 2, the following shear rate solutions have been considered: the first As a result, the following remarks can be made: with yield stress materials, as the previous comparisons shown, the presently used shear rate calculation overcomes the problem of a priori knowledge of the yield stress value nor the flow regime identification within the gap.
Here, for narrow and moderate gaps, the shear rate values obtained from the Bingham approximation, when the fluid is fully sheared, appear to be comparable and/or better than the Krieger and MMP techniques in the shear rate calculation. It should be noted that the Krieger and the Bingham approximation perform well, while a numerical differentiation technique is used in shear rate calculation, which is not involved with the MMP technique.
In figure 3 , we report the shear flow curves of a 0.15 wt% carbopol gel in both Couette and Vane geometries. Preparation of Carpobol and experimental details are reported in [4] . It is worth noting that the radius ratio s is different following the geometry used. So, it is shown the apparent viscosity prediction of Carbopol in vane and Couette system computed from the procedure described above, as well as the apparent viscosity curve obtained from the Krieger and MMP solutions in Couette geometry.
As can be seen in figure 3(a) , the three techniques compare well over the shear rate range investigated in Couette geometry, for a narrow gap. It was checked here that the fluid is always sheared within the gap. It should be noted that this result is in agreement with parallel plate flow curve [4] . In Vane system, the MMP and the first Krieger solutions perform poorly. This can be explained as follow: the fluid is always partially sheared due to the large gap used and rheological behaviour of Carbopol. Moreover, the second Krieger solution and the Bingham approximation compare well under the plug flow condition. This is explained here by the fact that the Krieger solution tends to n / 2Ω = γ& which is the exact solution for the shear rate under partially shear flow [5] . 
